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O2_Divisione ruoli �I thought we could divide the 
assignment up.�

O3_Problematiche di 
tipo tecnico; proposte di 
strumenti con cui lavorare

�I sent an e-mail with an article in it. 
If you did not get it let me know.�


















P2_Argomentazione motivi 
scelte

�I agree with all the proposals, 
especially the Monastery of Gehard 
in Armenia, because its location 
it�s unique and architectonically 
interesting, and I want to learn and 
study a different place, even in a 
different continent than mine.�

P3_Documentazione 






P4_Porre problemi �Are we planning to look at the 
preservation of the whole site 
of Geghard or at a speci c area/
building/cave?�

P5_Proporre/valutare idee 
sul contenuto della scheda

�I think it would be hard to isolate 
one thing.�

P6_Rielaborazione di un 
contenuto proprio/altrui

�I would also like to make the 
following observation, Alexandria 
lies north Egypt, at the mouth of 
the Nile in the Mediterranean in 
the Delta area, so I do not  nd the 
exact place in the center-north of 
the country, I propose �Egypt, Delta 
Nile, Alexandria bay� and of course, 
a picture would be very convenient.�
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P7_Sintesi e monitoraggio Hi! I have already  lled some of 
the data in.�

P8_Commento/ valutazione �Dear friends, I just saw the draft 
of the work to be presented and 
would like to comment,  rst 
you must correct the amount of 
accumulated deposits in Alexandria 
(where it says 3-3 meters should 
read 2-3 meters).�

  







S2_Supportare la 
collaborazione

�What do you think about it?� 
�I�m impressed, it all seems to be 
coming together�

S3_Formule di attivazione 
relazionale

�Cheers, Clare�

  



  

 




2. 2. I agree with you, we should start as soon as 
possible with the activity.

S2
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Sociale Processo Organizzazione Meta-
cognizione

Totale

N. segmenti 492 424 337 93 1346

% 36,55% 31,5% 25,04% 6,91% 100%
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Totale 612 21,86 17,29 1346 2,20
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